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Another new entrant for the ADAC GT Masters: FK Performance
Motorsport to join with BMW
•
•
•

Debut season with the BMW M4 GT3 in the German GT Championship
Third new team for the ADAC GT Masters 2023
ADAC GT4 Germany also looking forward to two new BMW M4 GT4s from FK Performance

Munich. The starting field for the German GT Championship in 2023 continues to grow: in the
upcoming season, FK Performance Motorsport will be competing with a BMW M4 GT3 in the ADAC GT
Masters. The racing team from Bremen is relying on the successful Bavarian manufacturer that has
recorded 18 wins to date. The team will also be racing with two brand-new BMW M4 GT4s in the ADAC
GT4 Germany.
“We would like to thank BMW Motorsport for their trust and support in the GT3 and GT4 sector. We
have worked for a long time to reach the point where we can dare to take this step. We finally want to
apply the experience we have gained to approach a new challenge and put the BMW M4 GT3 on the
circuit,” says team principal Martin Kaemena. FK Performance Motorsport has enjoyed success with
GT4 cars in recent years, receiving the accolade of best BMW customer racing team worldwide in 2021.
“Our mechanics know the GT4 cars inside and out. The time is now right to refine that knowledge and
reach new objectives. We are unbelievably proud of our team, their performances thus far and how
they have worked together over the years,” adds Martin Kaemena.
FK Performance Motorsport joins Walkenhorst Motorsport and JP Motorsport as the third top-quality
new entrant for the ADAC GT Masters 2023. At the season finale at the Hockenheimring BadenWürttemberg, Rutronik Racing also made an early announcement to confirm their participation for
another year in the German GT Championship. The 2019 champions will be competing with the
Porsche 911 GT3 R.
The ADAC GT4 Germany will also receive reinforcements in 2023, as the racing team will also be
competing with two of the newly-developed BMW M4 GT4s in the prestigious ADAC GT4
championship. “Of course, we are also delighted to be one of the first teams to receive the new GT4
car from BMW within the next few days. We cannot imagine racing without the BMW brand, so we are
looking forward all the more to appearing in these race series,” comments team principal Fabian Finck
as he looks ahead to the new challenge. The driver duos for both championships will be announced at
a later date.
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